The San Diego County Office of Education (SDCOE) operates a variety of educational programs for students through its Juvenile Court and Community Schools (JCCS) and one special education school. Per the directive of California Senate Bill 98, SDCOE’s 2020-21 Learning Continuity and Attendance Plan (LCP) memorialized planning that had already been underway for the year and outlined measures taken to address the academic and social and emotional needs of students during the COVID-19 pandemic. It is a one-year plan that serves as the bridge between SDCOE’S 2019-20 and 2021-22 Local Control and Accountability Plans. This summary highlights areas of focus and successes while serving students during the pandemic.

**JUVENILE COURT AND COMMUNITY SCHOOLS AND FRIENDSHIP SCHOOL**

**2020-21 YTD January 2021**

- **JCCS**
  - **1,388** students
- **Friendship School**
  - **46** students

**2020-21 HIGHLIGHTS**

**Achieved**

- Students with internet connectivity: **90%**
- Students utilizing SDCOE devices: **85%**

**Provided for students**

- Backpacks with school supplies: **800**
- College textbooks: **128**
- English learner supplies and reading books: **250**
- Food (including: boxes, breakfast, lunch): **29,720**
- Hygiene kits: **120**
- Visual and performing arts kits: **365**
- Chromebooks: **1,050**
- Internet service: **50 Cox Home Internet**
- Hot spots distributed: **400**

**Strengthened Engagement**

- Hosted Virtual Design Jam - Creating Our Future with 11 schools and VAPA partners
- A student publication with over 100 submissions called “The Storytellers”
- Expanded professional learning for teachers and staff to support distance learning
- Modified visual and performing arts lessons for delivery via online platform
- Expanded social and emotional curriculum for students and staff based on CASEL
- Assisted families with obtaining Emergency EBT
- Referred students and families for mental health, health care, and housing
- Implemented and strengthened the MTSS (Multi-Tiered System of Support) structure to support students and family needs

[www.sdcoe.net/LCAP](http://www.sdcoe.net/LCAP)